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Abstract— The FEA analysis of the existing Tie rod is carried 

out to check its natural frequency, maximum stress analysis 

and deformation. The most percentage weight of vehicle is 

taken by suspension system; however the tie rod may get fail 

due to a fluctuating forces during steering and bumping of the 

vehicle. In the static condition of car, the forces from the 

steering is also considered. Vibration and fatigue of Tie rod 

has been continuously a concern which may lead to structural 

failure if the resulting vibration and stresses are severe and 

excessive. When the tie rod becomes worn out, steering will 

producing clunking noise and also the vehicle will typically 

be pulling to either side (left or right), it will cause the 

accident. Also we needed to know the movement ratio in 

order to determine the output load transmitted to the tie rods 

for a given input load. It is a significant study which requires 

in depth investigation to understand the structural 

characteristics and it dynamic behaviour. In this Finite 

Element (FEA) analysis of a tie rod of a car will be carried 

out and its natural frequency, load transmitted and 

deformation will be determined.  

Keywords: FEA; Modal FEA; Natural frequency; Forces 

coming on tie rod 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Design of suspensions components in an vehicle is very 

critical as they are constantly under varying loads. While 

designing the component, we must ensure the safety. Apart 

from design prospective it is important to focus on weight and 

cost of an individual component. The tie rod is an important 

part of suspension system. It connects the steering to the 

suspension in order to transform the motion. Here we are 

going to focus on the tie rod as a structural member, its 

functioning and performance. Here we are analysing the 

existing Tie rod using FEA. The current design of tie rod is 

made of three parts as hollow, solid and ball joint. So the 

design of the current tie rod is quiet critical and time 

consuming. Also here three different parts are assembled to 

manufacturing; so the manufacturing is quiet complicated. 

There are chances of failure in the attachment region. Hence 

it is necessary to make the design simpler, easy of 

manufacturing, saving of the overall cost, time and weight. In 

this project an efforts are taken to propose a new design for 

tie rod that is reduce weight, cost, load carrying capacity, 

simpler design, and easy manufacturing process. This will 

give an overall enhanced performance of tie rod. 

 
Fig. 1: Steering system of a passenger car 

II. TIE ROD PARAMETRIC INFORMATION 

Parameter Initial Design Unit 

E 21100 N/mm2 

L 395 mm 

D 49.6 mm 

d 20.5 mm 

Density 7.095-9 Tons/mm3 

Thickness Solid mm 

Table 1: Tie rod parameter 

III. STEERING MOVEMENT RATIO AND FORCE CALCULATION 

ON TIE ROD 

The rack and pinion mechanism is designed to transfer the 

circular input motion of the pinion into linear output 

movement of the rack.   

For a full travel of the rack of 120 mm the pinion has 

to be rotated 2.75 turns.  

Therefore for one turn, the rack travel will be Xo = 

120/2.75 = 43.64 mm 

Considering the pinion to make one revolution then 

the input steering movement is:  

Xi = 2 π R 

= 1055.54 

Where, R = 168 mm is the radius of the steering wheel.  

And the output rack movement is:  

Xo = 2 π r 

43.64 = 2 π r 

Then, the movement ratio (MR) can be calculated as input 

movement over output:  

MR = Xi/Xo 

= 2 π R/2 π r 

= 1055.54/43.64 

= 24.19 

Therefore the movement ratio is 24.19: 1 

We needed to know the movement ratio in order to 

determine the output load transmitted to the tie rods for a 

given input load. 
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For an effort of 40 N applied by both hands on the 

steering wheel and considering no friction, the output load 

will be:  

Fo = Fi * MR 

= 40*24.19 

= 967.6 N 

Therefore the load transmitted to the tie rods is 967.6 N.  

To calculate the critical force in a tie rod, the 

following equation is used: 

Fcritical =  
𝜋2𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑑 𝑙𝑟𝑜𝑑   

𝐿𝑟𝑜𝑑
2  

For the Elastic Modulus, steel is around 200 x 103 MPa. To 

complete this calculation, lrod must be determined using the 

following equation 

lrod =  
𝜋 (𝑑𝑜

2−𝑑𝑖
2)

64
 

 

d0 = 49.6 mm and di = 20.5 (refer tie rod drawing) 

So,  lrod =   
𝜋 (2460.16−420.25)

64
 

= 100.13 mm 

Lrod = 314.5 mm (refer tie rod drawing) 

Finally, 

Fcritical =  
𝜋2∗200𝑥103∗ 100.13  

314.52  

 

= 1998.26 N 

IV. CATIA MODELLING OF TIE ROD 

 
Fig. 2: 3D model of tie rod in CATIA V5 

V. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING TIE ROD 

A. Static Structural Analysis: 

A static analysis is used calculates the effect of steady loading 

condition on a structure, while ignoring inertia and damping 

effects, such as those caused by time varying loads. A static 

analysis can, however, include steady inertia load (such as 

gravity and rotational).  

            Static analysis used to determines the displacements, 

stresses, strains, and forces in structures or components 

caused by loads that do not induce significant inertia and 

damping effects. Steady loading and response conditions are 

assumed; that is, the loads and the structure’s response are 

assumed to vary slowly with respect to time. 

Procedure of Static analysis consists of these tasks: 

 Build the FEA Model 

 Set Solution Controls 

 Set Additional Solutions Options 

 Apply the loads 

 Solve the Analysis 

 Review the Results 

 
Fig. 3: Model opened in ANSYS 

 
Fig. 4: Meshing of Tie Rod (Elements – Tetrahedrons and 

Hexahedrons) 

 
Fig. 5: Force of 2000N is applied (FCritical) 
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Fig. 6: Combined Boundary Condition 

 
Fig. 7: Solution is done for Total deformation + Von-mises 

Stresses 

 
Fig. 8: Result for Deformation 

 
Fig. 9: Result for Von-mises stresses 

VI. MODAL ANALYSIS OF TIE ROD FOR FINDING NATURAL 

FREQUENCIES 

Modal analysis determine the vibration characteristics 

(natural frequencies and mode shapes) while designing a 

structure or a machine components.  It also serves as a starting 

point for another, more detailed analysis, such as a transient 

dynamic analysis a harmonic response analysis, or a spectrum 

analysis. Modal analysis also determine the natural 

frequencies and mode shapes of a structure. The natural 

frequencies and mode shapes are important parameters in the 

design of a structure for dynamic loading condition. 

A. Procedure Of Modal Analysis: 

The generally modal analysis consists of following these 

primary steps: 

 Build the FEA model. 

 Apply supports and obtain the solution. 

 Expand the modes. 

 Review the results. 

Result consists of: Natural frequencies, expanded 

mode shapes. Six mode shapes are shown in below figs. 

 
Fig. 10: 1st Mode Shape result 
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Fig. 11: 2nd Mode Shape result 

 
Fig. 12: 3rd Mode Shape result 

 
Fig. 13: 4th Mode Shape result 

 
Fig. 14: 5th Mode Shape result 

 
Fig 15: 6th Mode Shape result 

VII. RESULT 

Sr. No. 
Deformation 

(MM) 

Von-mises stresses 

(MPa) 

1 0.041988 118.94 

Table 2: Result for static Analysis 

 

Mode 

Mode Shape 

[mm] 

Frequency 

[Hz] 

1 54.014 742.62 

2 54.02 743.21 

3 54.4 2070.5 

4 54.398 2072. 

5 52.87 3957.8 

6 52.824 3959.9 

Table 3: Result for Modal Analysis 

 
Fig. 16: Pie chart of Modes Vs Natural Frequency [Hz] 

 
Fig. 17: Mode Shapes Vs Natural Frequency [Hz] 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

From the presented results we can conclude that the Tie rod 

analysis by using ANSYS software shows the deformation is 

0.041988 mm and the equivalent stress i.e Von-mises stresses 

is 118.94 MPa. Tie rod undergoes continuous vibration when 

vehicle is running. Hence Natural frequency is calculated in 

ANSYS software is 742.62 Hz i.e. 6% for Mode 1. 

Propose work is to do structural analysis and modal 

analysis of car steering rod to Optimise the Tie rod with better 

results than existing one. 
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